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“Is there an occult knowledge which is in
truth a power and works wonders 

comparable to the miracles 
of authorized religions?”1

Sages,  occultists always endeavor to look for ways to synthesize
Natural  Laws.  Natural  Laws  are  spiritual  laws  that  govern  the
universe and give us the consequences of our behavior. The Law
of Synthesis  has  always been one of their  major activities -  to
elegantly express the many parts of the Divine as general, but as
complete  as  possible.  In  ways,  some  did  this  beautifully  by
introducing the 7 basic hermetic principles of Natural Laws as an
example. These are documented and expressed in the work of the
three initiates – the Kybalion. However, these attempts focus on
the unity expressed in many. Divine synthesis,  in the following
few pages, will be an attempt to express the many in unity – one
underlying principle – again.

“In principio eras verbum”, is a Latin expression that means “in
the beginning was the Word”. This famous quoted sentence uttered
in  the  Gospel  of  St.  John    affirms that  the  Word,  Intellectual
Light, was at the beginning, before the Holy One. The Word was
beside  Him,  but  one  with  Him  as  though  it  was  Him.  The
perfected being, a free agent, manifested as the Word of Wisdom,
the substance for  earthly expression.  The spoken Word is  Law,
Natural Law expressed. The perfected being is the “SANCTUM

1 Dogma & Ritual of High Magic, Levi, Book I



REGNUM”- the Holy Kingdom, the incarnation of Intelligence,
Law and Love.

“To know, To dare, To will, To be silence.” - as Levi so elegantly
stated.

To know the Law,
To dare to do the Law,
To will, freely, the Law into the world,
To be silence, and meditate and be the 3 afore mentioned.

The  Truth  is  the  Law.  The  Truth,  the  Law,  is  the  synthesis  of
perfection.  The  Truth,  then,  is  ½  the  Word,  the  other  ½  is  to
choose freely. The Word is the spiritual world spoken in 7 Natural
Laws, which is one (1) through Theosophic Addition. The Word is
the  physical world spoken in four (4) elements - earth, air, fire,
and water; the four seasons; the four points of the compass; the
four phases of the moon (new, half-moon waxing, full, half-moon
waning),   which  is  also  1.  The  Word  is  the  basic  Emanations
spoken in ten (10), which is also one (1); one (1) being Unity, the
Law or the  Truth – the spoken Word, the Uni-verse.

The Truth, following the logic, is expressed then in 1, 4, 7, and 10;
where 4 is physical and 7 being divine. 4 is for the Creation, as 7
is for Eternity. Divine cycles are multiples of 7, just as physical
cycles are multiples of 4; both are coming from 1 and transfer to
10, which goes back to 1.

For  1  to  be  anything,  there  has  to  be  0,  otherwise  1  has  no
meaning. 0 is Eternity and 1 is Creation. Thus, by extension both
become One (1) through Theosophic Addition.

0 is the beginning.
1 = 4 = 7 = 10 is Creation, and also Truth.
Creation is spiritual and physical, which are the same.



The spiritual is expressed in 7, being deterministic.
The physical is expressed in 4, being random.

Therefore, there are no spiritual planes in reality. All is One (1),
but by extension many. Creation, then, is a divine paradox, being
Everything (1) and Nothing (0). If Creation is a  divine  paradox,
and if Creation is Truth, then divine paradox is also the Truth. The
deterministic “side” of  the Truth is the 7 hermetic principles, and
expressed in 7 – the Law. The random “side” is expressed in 4 and
represents  your  free  will  -  Freedom.  7  is  for  Law as  4  is  for
Freedom. 

All synthesize into one single unity (1) – Truth, the ultimate and
paradoxical Mother Law. All Laws synthesize into one (1). Again
we express the Truth in 3 ways; the 4th being the transition, which
is  the combination of all 3.

1) Truth expressed as Intelligence.
2) Truth expressed as Love.
3) Truth expressed as Action.
4) SANCTUM  REGNUM  as  the  holder  of  Truth  –  the

transition.

Be not discouraged, for in these weighty sentences is synthesized
the secret concerning Divine Synthesis - Truth. 

L. V. X.
For the 

world you might 
be just an individual,

but for me, as one individual, 
you are the world.  We are One and 

the same. Written with love. Peace Profound.


